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Imagine a medicine that could make you live longer, healthier, happier, and stronger.
What if that medicine was already right at your feet? Running is the miracle drug that
can do all this and more — it is the perfect medicine. Throughout his career, Dr. Brodie
Ramin has seen cases of diabetes, hypertension, and anxiety, which he has traced
back to inactivity. Now more than ever, people are looking for inspiration and motivation
to get fit, change their lives, and improve their overall wellness. In The Perfect
Medicine, Dr. Ramin shares with us his discovery that we already have the perfect
medicine to treat and prevent these common illnesses and improve our health: running.
However, too few people are taking the right dose or using it at all. The Perfect
Medicine explores the science of running and exercise and provides advice on how to
maximize its benefits and be your best self. After rediscovering the joy of running in his
early thirties, Dr. Ramin became fascinated by the activity. This book takes the reader
on a personal journey of discovery, traces the evolution of running, shares strategies to
get fit and run faster, and shows how exercise can even help people recover from
addiction and mental health conditions.
The instant New York Times bestseller! "In The XX Brain, Lisa meticulously guides us
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in the ways we can both nourish and protect ourselves, body and mind, to ensure our
brains remain resilient throughout our lives." --from the foreword by Maria Shriver The
first book to address cognitive enhancement and Alzheimer's prevention specifically in
women--and to frame brain health as an essential component of Women's Health. In
this revolutionary book, Dr. Lisa Mosconi, director of the Women's Brain Initiative at
Weill Cornell Medical College, provides women with the first plan to address the unique
risks of the female brain. Until now, medical research has focused on "bikini medicine,"
assuming that women are essentially men with breasts and tubes. Yet women are far
more likely than men to suffer from anxiety, depression, migraines, brain injuries, and
strokes. They are also twice as likely to end their lives suffering from Alzheimer's
disease, even when their longer lifespans are taken into account. But in the past, the
female brain has received astonishingly little attention and was rarely studied by
medical researchers-- resulting in a wealth of misinformation about women's health.
The XX Brain confronts this crisis by revealing how the two powerful X chromosomes
that distinguish women from men impact the brain first and foremost and by focusing on
a key brain-protective hormone: estrogen. Taking on all aspects of women's health,
including brain fog, memory lapses, depression, stress, insomnia, hormonal
imbalances, and the increased risk of dementia, Dr. Mosconi introduces cutting-edge,
evidence-based approaches to protecting the female brain, including a specific diet
proven to work for women, strategies to reduce stress, and useful tips for restorative
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sleep. She also examines the controversy about soy and hormonal replacement
therapy, takes on the perils of environmental toxins, and examines the role of our
microbiome. Perhaps best of all, she makes clear that it is never too late to take care of
yourself. The XX Brain is a rallying cry for women to have full access to information
regarding what is going on in their brains and bodies as well as a roadmap for the path
to optimal, lifelong brain health.
People love their dogs and want to keep them around, and healthy, for as long as
possible. This book takes a look not just at what you can do for an older dog to make
“old age” better, but also at how to prevent some of the common issues associated with
aging.
"This step-by-step guide, written by a best-selling author and former Wall Street titan,
provides all the information--and inspiration--you need to feel better, reduce aches and
pains, and push back against aging with a personalized fitness program that's right for
you. Whatever your fitness goals or preferences, this book is designed to help you
pursue the health program that works for you. An inspirational speaker, author, and
former Wall Street rainmaker, Jim Owen was 70 when he decided he had to get fit.
Years of a chair-bound lifestyle were taking their toll. Realizing that the old bodybuilding
approach was no way to tackle the stiffness, weakness, and aches and pains that come
with age, he set off on a journey of discovery and transformation. With help from the
experts, he developed a common-sense, step-by-step program that can be tailored to
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any level of physical ability. Along the way he learned why cardio machines aren't
enough, what it takes to be "functionally fit" for daily life, and how to stay motivated.
Today, Owen is in better shape than he was at 25, and he is a passionate evangelist for
fitness as a way of life. He has proved that you don't have to be powerless in the face
of advancing years: if you make a commitment to "just move," you can take charge of
the aging process and make your coming years the best they can be. The book is
divided into two sections, with the first providing fascinating information and the second
showing step-by-step details of how to put the best fitness principles into
practice."--provided by Amazon.com.
Preeminent psychologist Lisa Barrett lays out how the brain constructs emotions in a
way that could revolutionize psychology, health care, the legal system, and our
understanding of the human mind. “Fascinating . . . A thought-provoking journey into
emotion science.”—The Wall Street Journal “A singular book, remarkable for the
freshness of its ideas and the boldness and clarity with which they are
presented.”—Scientific American “A brilliant and original book on the science of
emotion, by the deepest thinker about this topic since Darwin.”—Daniel Gilbert, bestselling author of Stumbling on Happiness The science of emotion is in the midst of a
revolution on par with the discovery of relativity in physics and natural selection in
biology. Leading the charge is psychologist and neuroscientist Lisa Feldman Barrett,
whose research overturns the long-standing belief that emotions are automatic,
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universal, and hardwired in different brain regions. Instead, Barrett shows, we construct
each instance of emotion through a unique interplay of brain, body, and culture. A lucid
report from the cutting edge of emotion science, How Emotions Are Made reveals the
profound real-world consequences of this breakthrough for everything from
neuroscience and medicine to the legal system and even national security, laying bare
the immense implications of our latest and most intimate scientific revolution.
Cutting-Edge Research to Help Turn Back the Clock
Super Aging
The Perfect Medicine
Aging
Educated
And Other Tips and Truths About Aging
Reasoning
Alternative Universities

Keep your brain young, healthy, and sharp with this sciencedriven guide to protecting your mind from decline by
neurosurgeon and CNN chief medical correspondent Dr. Sanjay
Gupta. Throughout our life, we look for ways to keep our
minds sharp and effortlessly productive. Now, globetrotting
neurosurgeon Dr. Sanjay Gupta offers “the book all of us
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need, young and old” (Walter Isaacson, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Code Breaker) with insights from
top scientists all over the world, whose cutting-edge
research can help you heighten and protect brain function
and maintain cognitive health at any age. Keep Sharp debunks
common myths about aging and mental decline, explores
whether there’s a “best” diet or exercise regimen for the
brain, and explains whether it’s healthier to play video
games that test memory and processing speed, or to engage in
more social interaction. Discover what we can learn from
“super-brained” people who are in their eighties and
nineties with no signs of slowing down—and whether there are
truly any benefits to drugs, supplements, and vitamins. Dr.
Gupta also addresses brain disease, particularly
Alzheimer’s, answers all your questions about the signs and
symptoms, and shows how to ward against it and stay healthy
while caring for a partner in cognitive decline. He likewise
provides you with a personalized twelve-week program
featuring practical strategies to strengthen your brain
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every day. Keep Sharp is the “must-read owner’s manual”
(Arianna Huffington) you’ll need to keep your brain young
and healthy regardless of your age!
Diseases of older age take root decades before symptoms
appear. For a longer, happier life, we need to plan ahead but what exactly should we do? For five years, Annabel
Streets and Susan Saunders immersed themselves in the latest
science of longevity, radically overhauling their lives and
documenting their findings on their popular blog. After
reading hundreds of studies and talking to numerous experts,
Annabel and Susan have compiled almost 100 short cuts to
health in mid and later life, including: how, when and what
to eat; the supplements worth taking; when, where and how to
exercise; the most useful medical tests; how to avoid healththreatening chemicals; the best methods for keeping the
brain sharp; and how to sleep better.
Book Description Aging is inevitable, but do we really have
to suffer through all of the symptoms of aging so quickly?
Science has made great strides in discovering ways to
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reverse certain signs and symptoms of aging, and you can
apply these ways without going to a doctor. This is your
guide to graceful aging. By using a new diet formulated for
increasing longevity and engaging in activities like
changing up your environment, you can prevent your mind and
body from aging too quickly as well as reverse certain
aspects of the aging process as you begin to get older.
There is no miracle cure for aging, but you can
revolutionize the way that you age
Pairing a critique tempered to our current moment with an
explanation of how change and disruption might contribute to
a new "golden agefor higher education, Alternative
Universities is an audacious and essential read.
Live Your Best Life Ancient, time-tested wisdom: Okinawa,
Japan is a tiny, tiny island south of the Japanese mainland
where people live their life’s purpose every day. How is it
possible for so many to live each day in such meaningful
ways? The Okinawan concept of Ikigai. How to Ikigai
describes the lifestyle choices that have led to an island
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full of fulfilled, long-living people. Magical reality come
to life: Examples of ikigai in action are often magical.
Take David Michiels. David stuttered severely well into his
adulthood. In clinical terms, his stutter was difficult to
treat. But David started to work in a liquor store. Before
long, his focus turned to one specific section of the sales
floor: the scotch section. As he spent more of his days
learning about scotch, he began to share his knowledge with
customers. Eventually, David noticed that his stutter
vanished when he talked to anyone about scotch. Over time,
David’s passion led to a new life. Today, he is a renowned
whiskey expert, traveling the world tasting and purchasing
whiskey on behalf of his employer. He feels his life is
meaningful because of ikigai. A humble look at happiness:
Bringing together an exploration of joy not unlike that of
The Book of Joy by the Dalai Lama and Archbishop Desmond
Tutu, a look inward reminiscent of The Untethered Soul by
Michael A. Singer, and deep truths like those explored by
Singer in The Surrender Experiment, How to Ikigai describes
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the concept of Ikigai with clarity and meaning. How to
Ikigai explains a simple but abstract map for living a
meaningful life. After reading this book, you will
understand how to implement Ikigai’s four directions in your
own life: • Do what you love • Do what you’re good at • Do
what the world needs • Do what you can be rewarded for
Super You
How to Age-Proof Your Dog
The Secret Life of the Brain
True Age
Speculative Design for Innovation in Higher Education
Eat, Move, Think
Cultivating Emotional Intelligence for the Admissions
Process
Building an Ageless Mind
Reasoning: The Neuroscience of How We Think is a comprehensive guide
to the core topics related to a thorough understanding of reasoning. It
presents the current knowledge of the subject in a unified, complete
manner, ranging from animal studies, to applied situations, and is the
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only book available that presents a sustained focus on the
neurobiological processes behind reasoning throughout all chapters,
while also synthesizing research from animal behavior, cognitive
psychology, development, and philosophy for a truly multidisciplinary
approach. The book considers historical perspectives, state-of-the-art
research methods, and future directions in emerging technology and
cognitive enhancement. Written by an expert in the field, this book
provides a coherent and structured narrative appropriate for students in
need of an introduction to the topic of reasoning as well as researchers
seeking well-rounded foundational content. It is essential reading for
neuroscientists, cognitive scientists, neuropsychologists and others
interested in the neural mechanisms behind thinking, reasoning and
higher cognition. Provides a comparative perspective considering animal
cognition and its relevance to human reasoning Includes developmental
and lifespan considerations throughout the book Discusses technological
development and its role in reasoning, both currently and in the future
Considers perspectives from not only neuroscience, but cognitive
psychology, philosophy, development, and animal behavior for a
multidisciplinary treatment Contains highlight boxes featuring additional
details on methods, historical descriptions and experimental tasks
Create space for meaningful connections and set healthy boundaries with
this much-needed guide to modern-day friendship. Friends hold an
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especially valuable role for women—few relationships have such power to
fuel us and inspire our joy. Yet even though we pride ourselves on our
large networks, we tend to be afraid of rocking the boat and asking for
what we really need. As a result, we end up accepting mediocrity in
ourselves and our friendships far too often. But does it really have to be
this way? In How to Break Up with Your Friends, celebrated life mentor
Erin Falconer provides a refreshing guide to modern-day
friendships—along with deeper principles, assessments, and practices for
nurturing them. “This book is about so much more than going through
your contact list with a machete,” writes Erin. “Yes, you’ll learn how to
detox yourself from friendships that no longer nourish you, but you’ll also
explore the astounding importance of modern friendships and how to be
a truly great friend yourself.” With clear-eyed guidance and a good dose
of humor, Erin will help you: Take stock of those currently in your life so
you can see exactly how you and your friends are serving each other
Understand how your earliest friendships impact your current
relationships Explore the importance of having healthy
friendships—including the many ways we’re influenced by our friend
groups Know the main types of friendships we form, the roles they play in
our lives, and how to deepen the most essential ones Recognize the signs
you’re in a toxic friendship and stop fearing constructive confrontation
Rupture and repair—be ready when a valuable friendship hits the rocks
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Learn how to make new friends as an adult Have the courageous
conversations needed when it’s time to “break up” with others With a
wealth of revelations and tools—including the Six Pillars of Friendship,
the Friendship Diagnosis, and sample scripts to help facilitate the hard
conversations—How to Break Up with Your Friends is the relationship
book you didn’t know you needed.
Former international journalist and Los Angeles Times Health and Fitness
editor Marilyn Murray Willison approaches aging with an optimistic
curiosity and an undisguised enthusiasm. Her syndicated column
“Positive Aging” includes practical information—from health, to family
legacy, to gratitude, to travel—inspirational stories, current events and
personal anecdotes she hopes will inspire other seniors to age with grace
and get the most out of each and every day. This is a collection of her
columns from 2016 to 2018.
Age is an important number, but it can also be deceiving. After 40, most
people say they feel younger than their years, some lie about their age,
and many attempt to hide the signs of growing old. Better with Age
addresses the many myths and paradoxes about the aging process.
Although most people think of their later years in terms of decline, they
can be one of the best times in life. This book presents the latest
scientific research about the psychology of aging, coupled with insights
from those who have succeeded in doing it well, such as Maya Angelou,
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Bob Newhart, Jared Diamond, John Glenn, and John Wooden. We are all
aging, and many people are concerned about what to expect with
advancing years. Retirement, happiness, and brain health are some of
the many topics covered in this book. Better with Age shows what we can
do now, at any stage in life, to make sure we enjoy old age.
LONE W*O*L*F is aimed at the 35+ age group who want to combat agerelated changes and people looking for an edge in their respective fields.
LONE W*O*L*F, is the only one of its kind to be endorsed by The Yoga
Alliance and hosted at the world's top spas. Goals of the program include
lowering your biological age through doable exercise, increasing your
mobility, flexibility and strength, and using multidisciplinary training
(physical and psychological) to reduce chronic back pain.
Lone W*o*l*f
The Science and Technology of Growing Young
The Blue Zones
Build a Better Brain at Any Age
Good Thinking
Lessons for Finding Happiness and Living Your Life's Purpose
How Technology is Revolutionizing What It Means to Be Human
The bestselling, breakthrough book on reversing the aging process for
women, updated for its 15th anniversary to include important
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information about how the Younger Next Year rules affect the brain as
well as the body. Yes, you can be functionally younger year after
year, by following Harry and Chris's rules for exercise, eating, and
connection.
Do you know what economists mean when they refer to you as a
"rational agent"? Or why a psychologist might label your idea a
"creative insight"? After reading this book, you will know how the
best and brightest thinkers judge the ways we decide, argue, solve
problems, and tell right from wrong.
"Super Aging" begins with a new mindset, followed by simple habits
you create to master the challenges of aging. Not only can you
overcome the obstacles that arise, you can leave your fears about
aging behind. Think of it as "life on the fast track." Full of
health, life, clarity, and purpose, Super Agers feel and act decades
younger than their chronological birth date suggests.In "Super Aging:
Outsmart the Effects of Conventional Aging and Live Like You Are
Decades Younger," Jeff Cory reveals the secrets to achieving a
longer, healthier, and more purposeful life. He reveals how anyone
can leave conventional aging behind and live an incredible lifestyle
of Super Aging. Within these pages, you will learn: * The keys to a
long and healthy life - keys that are at your fingertips! * How you
can age better today than your parents and grandparents did. * Ways
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to slow down or minimize the effects of aging and live a life of
freedom and vitality. * How you can make your later years the most
fulfilling yet.Once you start this amazing journey, be prepared to
become a Super Ager "champion," ready to live the rest and best part
of your life! Don't let fear take over. Successful aging is within
your reach today. Join the groundbreaking Super Aging revolution, and
master the rest of your life.
Eat, Move, Think is the essential guide to living a longer, more
active, and more fulfilled life—full of answers to your most pressing
health and wellness questions. Doctors everywhere have the same goal:
healthier and happier lives for their patients. And yet, no two
medical professionals give the same advice. How much coffee is too
much? What’s better for your fitness: cardio or weights? What is
mindfulness, and how can you practice it? Finally, there are answers
to all of those questions and more. Eat, Move, Think breaks down the
fundamentals of living a long and healthy life into three sections:
nutrition, physical activity, and mental health. Francis addresses
the questions that we all grapple with: How much meat should I eat?
Is it okay to sit all day if I work out afterwards? How does sleep
affect my mental health? Drawing upon the expert advice of worldrenowned doctors and medical professionals, this book captures the
innovative strategies of the world’s highest performers—Navy SEALs,
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cutting-edge researchers, professional athletes—in one handy
illustrated guide to everyday healthy living. Honest,
straightforward, and accessible, Eat, Move, Think will empower and
educate you, showing you the simple, achievable steps you can take to
transform your health and your life.
Live long and prosper One of America's top yoga and embodied
mindfulness teachers reveals secrets and practices for optimal aging
Relationships matter: Super Ager has everything you need to know to
"live long and prosper"; from movement, diet, fasting, brain and
memory health to the major impact of relationships on longevity.
Younger aging: Filled with science, suggestions for gentle daily
movement, natural remedies and modern wisdom, Super Ager is a
practical and concise guide to optimal aging. Yoga instructor,
nutrition expert and healthy living blogger Elise Marie Collins has
compiled a comprehensive look at what “Super Agers” are doing to live
long and prosper. Learn about movement at any age, brain fitness and
memory maintenance, foods, vitamin and mineral content cues and
clues, and what they do to promote health, prevent disease, and
decrease and reverse symptoms of illness. Increased lifespan, better
healthspan: In her revolutionary book, Collins presents us with a
bold new paradigm of aging, showing us how we can increase not only
our lifespan but also our health span. Through a journey of cultures
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that have the distinction of producing some of the world’s
healthiest, oldest people, Collins reveals the secrets for living an
extended and fulfilling life in which our later years become a period
of wisdom, vitality, and happiness. From India to Japan, northern
Europe and the Greek Island of Ikaria “where people forgot to die,”
she shows how the unique lifestyles of these people can influence and
improve our own lives.
Age Later
Stay Sharp!
How to Be a SuperAger
Living Life to the Max in Your 50s, 60s and Beyond
Advice, Puzzles and Activities to Keep Our Brains Active in Later
Life
The Super Age
The Neuroscience of How We Think
Restore Aging Brain, Complete Restore of Aging Symptoms

Do you wake up each morning aching with joint or muscle pain and
have trouble falling asleep at night? Have you been trying to
lose stubborn belly fat and extra pounds for years? Do you wish
you could be active without pain medications? And did your pain
and weight increase once you hit middle age? Look no further:
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Diet for a Pain-Free Life is the simple-to-follow, doctordesigned solution to improve your health. As a leading
rheumatologist, Dr. Harris McIlwain has spent more than 20 years
studying the overweight-inflammation-chronic pain connection.
Now, he shares his revolutionary prescriptions in this proven
lifestyle plan that will help you drop pounds and decrease pain
at the same time. Learn the secrets of how to: Eat well and lose
weight—even if you have never been able to succeed on a diet
before Exercise your pain away—even if you dislike traditional
exercise, or if your pain makes movement difficult Stop the
stress-pain connection—even if you’re overworked and easily
stressed Improve the quality of your sleep—even if you suffer
from insomnia or other sleep conditions Those who have followed
Dr. McIlwain's program have been able to resume the activities
they love and transform their lives in as few as 21 days— now
you can too. With meal plans and dozens of delicious recipes and
snacks to keep you satisfied all day long, this program is your
essential resource for maximum weight loss and pain relief for
life.
Cutting-edge research shows how to determine and decrease your
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true biological age. What if there was a way to measure our
biological age? And what if there were strategies to slow
down—or even reverse—the aging process? The answers to these
questions lie at the heart of the groundbreaking work Dr. Morgan
Levine is doing in her lab at Yale. True Age introduces readers
to the latest developments in the science of aging and
longevity. It provides an in-depth understanding of biological
age and the methods now available to estimate our own. It helps
us target an individualized plan to eat, exercise, and sleep, as
well as pointing to other lifestyle practices like intermittent
fasting and caloric restriction that have been shown to slow or
reverse the aging process. The goal is to guide every reader
toward a personal regimen to keep them as youthful as
possible—both inside and out—with low risk, data-driven
biohacking. The book gives readers and their doctors
unprecedented ways to identify their personalized aging process
and increase not only their lifespan but also then their
healthspan.
Aging is one of the greatest challenges currently facing
society. People are living longer than ever, but many of the
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later years are fraught with frailty and disease, placing
enormous burden on health-care systems. Understanding the
biological changes that occur during aging and developing
strategies to address them are therefore urgently needed.
Written and edited by experts in the field, this collection from
Cold Spring Harbor Perspectives in Medicine examines the
biological basis of aging, strategies that may extend health
span, and the societal implications of delayed aging.
Contributors discuss genetic variants that accelerate or protect
against aging, biochemical pathways that modulate longevity
(e.g., mTOR), biological consequences of aging (e.g., decline in
stem cell function), and various animal models used to study
aging processes. They emphasize that age-delaying interventions
will yield greater health and vitality than disease-specific
treatments. Drugs that may promote health span or longevity
(e.g., metformin) and efforts to prevent and treat frailty
(e.g., through exercise) are explored. The authors consider the
socioeconomic benefits and costs of delayed aging and also
outline directions for future research and translational
efforts. This volume will serve as a vital reference for all
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involved in the fields of geroscience and geriatric medicine, as
well as anyone wishing to understand physiological processes
that generate health and disease, regardless of chronological
age.
Testimonial: Mala and her youthful energy, even though she is a
grandmother, is proof that she practices the thoughtful and
knowledgeable insights that she has given in her book “Grow
Younger”. The book has valuable wisdom and I believe in most of
the guidance shared by her. In fact I practice them myself. I
think this book is a useful read for everyone, not just those
who think they are getting older. - MILKHA SINGH About the book
“Age is just a number.” “Sixty is the new forty.” “You are as
young as you think.” Everyone has heard these catch-phrases
sometime or the other. People utter them to sound cool, and
perhaps, younger. But when people say such things, do they know
what they really mean? Grow Younger tells the story of one woman
who lived and still lives a youthful life. However, this book is
not only about her life. It is also about your life; why you
should and how you can live a youthful life. Written with an
infectious conviction, the book is peppered with practical,
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sensible and common-sensical advice on how to think, act, feel
and be younger. It shows you that counting your blessings
matters more than counting the number of candles on your
birthday cake.
From the author of How Emotions Are Made, a myth-busting primer
on the brain, in the tradition of Seven Brief Lessons on Physics
and Astrophysics for People in a Hurry
Finding Meaning, Connection, and Boundaries in Modern
Friendships
The Roots of the Olive Tree
Super Ager
10 Principles for Staying Vital, Happy, and Sharp
The Psychology of Successful Aging
The Longevity Dividend
The Art and Science of Successful Canine Aging
How Running Makes Us Healthier and Happier
Rewind Your Biology and Live Like a 20-Year-Old! Edit Your Genes to Live DiseaseFree! Find a Parking Space with Your Internet-Connected Brain! Advances in
longevity, genetics, nanotech, and robotics will make all this possible! This is not
science fiction. This is your future. Right now, pioneering scientists and
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technologists are transforming what it means to be human by overcoming
biological limits that have existed since our ancestors swung out of the
trees…and into the suburbs. With incredible inspiration and perseverance, these
visionaries are solving deep problems of human health and longevity—and their
progress is accelerating. Super You takes you inside their labs, companies, and
minds…to show how you can reap the benefits of a stronger, longer, better, life.
You’ll learn how to start hacking your life today, to become more super, every
day. Discover what’s possible when yesterday’s human limits are gone! Learn
how evolution became obsolete—and why it’s time to start hacking yourself Save
your life with whirring “jet engine” hearts, printed organs, and other medical
miracles Rewire and turbo-boost your ape brain Become a mega-mind by
connecting your brain directly to the Internet to use Google’s synthetic neocortex
Become superhuman with cyborg technology Design and mold your looks
Genetically engineer your baby to be a tennis star (and other true stories)
Prepare for the political and religious backlash against the future Discover how
scientists will make death obsolete by treating it like a curable disease—and how
to live until they do
From the creators of the bestselling Sod series, a fun, accessible brain training
activity book designed to keep senior minds fit. Ever walked into a room and then
forgotten why you went in there? Are you forever misplacing your purse or car
keys? Do you increasingly forget the names of people and places? It doesn't have
to be this way and Stay Sharp! is filled with practical advice and exercises created
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to keep our brains active in later life. Based on the latest neuroscience, Stay
Sharp! is packed with a range of entertaining puzzles – including logic tests,
mystery games and word games – all specially designed to boost concentration,
enhance memory and sharpen cognitive powers. For any of us who are unsure
about how we should look after our ageing brains, and looking for puzzles and
exercises to improve mental sharpness and brain fitness, this is the perfect book!
Show-business legend Dick Van Dyke is living proof that life does get better the
longer you live it. Who better to offer instruction, advice, and humor than
someone who's entering his ninth decade with a jaunty two-step? Van Dyke isn't
just a born song-and-dance man; his irrepressible belief in embracing the moment
and unleashing his inner child has proved to be the ultimate elixir of youth. When
he was injured during the filming of Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, his doctor warned
him he'd be using a walker within seven years, but Dick performed a soft shoe
right there and never looked back. In Keep Moving, Dick Van Dyke offers his own
playful anecdotes and advice, as well as insights from his brother, actor Jerry Van
Dyke; his friend and creator of The Dick Van Dyke Show, Carl Reiner; and other
spirited friends and family. Whether he's describing the pleasure he takes in his
habitual visits to the grocery store; how he met his late-in-life-love Arlene; or how
he sprung back, livelier than ever, from a near-death experience, Dick's optimistic
outlook is an invigorating tonic for anyone who needs a reminder that life should
be lived with enthusiasm despite what the calendar says. "You don't have to act
your age. You don't even have to feel it. And if it does attempt to elbow its way
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into your life, you do not have to pay attention. If I am out shopping and hear
music playing in a store, I start to dance. If I want to sing, I sing. I read books and
get excited about new ideas. I enjoy myself. I don't think about the way I am
supposed to act at my age - or at any age. As far as I know, there is no manual for
old age. There is no test you have to pass. There is no way you have to behave.
There is no such thing as 'age appropriate.' When people ask my secret to staying
youthful at an age when getting up and down from your chair on your own is
considered an accomplishment, you know what I tell them? 'Keep moving.'" - Dick
Van Dyke
The bestselling, breakthrough book on reversing the aging process, updated for
its 15th anniversary to include important information about how the Younger
Next Year rules affect the brain as well as the body. Yes, you can be functionally
younger year after year, by following Harry and Chris's rules for exercise, eating,
and connection.
How come I can never find my keys? Why don't I sleep as well as I used to? Why
do my friends keep repeating the same stories? What can I do to keep my brain
sharp? Scientists know. Brain Rules for Aging Well, by developmental molecular
biologist Dr. John Medina, gives you the facts, and the prescription to age well, in
his signature engaging style. With so many discoveries over the years, science is
literally changing our minds about the optimal care and feeding of the brain. All
of it is captivating. A great deal of it is unexpected. In his New York Times best
seller Brain Rules, Medina showed us how our brains really work, and why we
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ought to redesign our workplaces and schools to match. In Brain Rules for Baby,
he gave parents the brain science they need to know to raise happy, smart, moral
kids. Now, in Brain Rules for Aging Well, Medina shares how you can make the
most of the years you have left. In a book destined to be a classic on aging,
Medina's fascinating stories and infectious sense of humor breathe life into the
science. Brain Rules for Aging Well is organized into four sections, each laying out
familiar problems with surprising solutions. First up, the social brain, in which
topics ranging from relationships to happiness and gullibility illustrate how our
emotions change with age. The second section focuses on the thinking brain,
explaining how working memory and executive function change with time. The
third section is all about your body: how certain kinds of exercise, diets, and
sleep can slow the decline of aging. Each section is sprinkled with practical
advice, for example, the fascinating benefits of dancing, and the brain science
behind each intervention. The final section is about the future. Your future.
Medina connects all the chapters into a plan for maintaining your brain health.
You may already be experiencing the sometimes-unpleasant effects of the aging
process. Or you may be deeply concerned about your loved ones who are. Either
way, Brain Rules for Aging Well is for you.
Outsmart the Effects of Conventional Aging and Live Like You Are Decades
Younger
Younger Next Year
Be Bold
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Keep Sharp
Live Strong, Fit, Sexy, and Smart—Until You're 80 and Beyond
How Emotions Are Made
Seven Powerful Ideas That Influence the Way We Think
Preventing and Fighting Brain Aging and Disease
An expert on human longevity reveals the sometimes unusual but
effective secrets of diet, behavior, fitness, and attitude collected
from long-lived communities around the world, revealing the critical
everyday lifestyle choices and behavior that correspond to a longer,
healthier life. Reprint.
An extraordinary new voice in contemporary woman’s fiction, Courtney
Miller Santo makes her magnificent debut with The Roots of the Olive
Tree, a novel that will delight fans of Sarah Blake’s The
Postmistress, The Secret Life of Bees by Sue Monk Kidd, and the works
of Kristin Hannah. Set in a house on an olive grove in northern
California, The Roots of the Olive Tree is a beautiful, touching story
that brings to life five generations of women—including an
unforgettable 112-year-old matriarch determined to break all Guinness
longevity records—the secrets and lies that divide them and the love
that ultimately ties them together.
Super AgerYou Can Look Younger, Have More Energy, a Better Memory, and
Live a Long and Healthy LifeMango Media Inc.
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER •
One of the most acclaimed books of our time: an unforgettable memoir
about a young woman who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist
family and goes on to earn a PhD from Cambridge University
“Extraordinary . . . an act of courage and self-invention.”—The New
York Times NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK
TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF
THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book
Critics Circle’s Award In Autobiography and John Leonard Prize For
Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award • Los Angeles Times Book
Prize Born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara Westover
was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom. Her family
was so isolated from mainstream society that there was no one to
ensure the children received an education, and no one to intervene
when one of Tara’s older brothers became violent. When another brother
got himself into college, Tara decided to try a new kind of life. Her
quest for knowledge transformed her, taking her over oceans and across
continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge University. Only then would
she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there was still a way home.
“Beautiful and propulsive . . . Despite the singularity of
[Westover’s] childhood, the questions her book poses are universal:
How much of ourselves should we give to those we love? And how much
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must we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • Time • NPR •
Good Morning America • San Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian • The
Economist • Financial Times • Newsday • New York Post • theSkimm •
Refinery29 • Bloomberg • Self • Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle
• Paste • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • LibraryReads • Book
Riot • Pamela Paul, KQED • New York Public Library
Board-certified neuropsychologist Dr. Michelle Braun helps readers
understand the truth about brain health--and provides a plan for
strengthening the five features of the High-Octane Brain: nutrition,
exercise, sleep, reduced stress, and increased engagement. Readers can
take a quiz to evaluate where they stand on the High-Octane Brain
spectrum, develop a personalized program, and use a tracking system to
check their progress. Packed with tips on minimizing common "brain
blips," memory exercises to grow neuronal connections, and personal
accounts, this groundbreaking book finally puts the future of your
brain in your control.
A New Approach to Fitness After 50
Diet for a Pain-Free Life
Revolutionary Longevity Guide
Lessons for Living Longer from the People Who've Lived the Longest
The Path to a Healthier, Stronger, Happier You
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The Groundbreaking Science Empowering Women to Maximize Cognitive
Health and Prevent Alzheimer's Disease
High-Octane Brain
Health Span, Life Span, and the New Science of Longevity

A demographic futurist explains the coming Super Age—when there will be more people older
than sixty-five than those under the age of eighteen—and explores what it could mean for our
collective future. Societies all over the world are getting older, the result of the fact that we are
living longer and having fewer children. At some point in the near future, much of the
developed world will have at least twenty percent of their national populations over the age of
sixty-five. Bradley Schurman calls this the Super Age. Today, Italy, Japan, and Germany have
already reached the Super Age, and another ten countries will have gone over the tipping point
in 2021. Thirty-five countries will be part of this club by the end of the decade. This seismic
shift in the world population can portend a period of tremendous growth—or leave swaths of
us behind. Schurman explains how changing demographics will affect government and
business and touch all of our lives. Fewer people working and paying income taxes, due to
outdated employment and retirement practices, could mean less money feeding popular
programs such as Social Security and Medicare—with greater numbers relying on them. The
forced retirement or redundancy of older workers could impact business by creating a shortage
of workers, which would likely drive wages up and result in inflation. Corporations, too, must
rethink marketing strategies—older consumers are already purchasing the majority of new
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cars, and they are a growing and vitally important market for health technologies and housing.
Architects and designers must re-create homes and communities that are more inclusive of
people of all ages and abilities. If we aren’t prepared for the changes to come, Schurman
warns, we face economic stagnation, increased isolation of at-risk populations, and accelerated
decline of rural communities. Instead, we can plan now to harness the benefits of the Super
Age: extended and healthier lives, more generational cooperation at work and home, and new
markets and products to explore. The choice is ours to make.
In a time when crossing guards are posted to prevent high schoolers from jumping in front of
trains and parents shelling out $100K for packaged college applications, education has become
a mad race to grab the Ivy ring. Based on experience in admissions with the Ivy League and
other highly competitive universities, emerging scientific evidence on the impact of emotional
intelligence and mindfulness, and discussions with admissions officers, students, families, and
high school counselors, this book is a guide on how to go through the existing, however brutish,
college applications process with less stress and anxiety, and more joy and mindfulness.
Equipped with the powerful tools of emotional intelligence and mindfulness, this work
acknowledges the reality of what the process is, and challenges young people to reach for a
more meaningful ideal for themselves. This book shares a look at the holistic admissions
process and offers an alternative one to the current climate of untenable stress. This updated
model aims to shift mindsets from treating the admissions process as a ruthless competition
with one externally-prescribed definition of success, to a step in a lifelong journey of curiosity
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and wonder. By building self-awareness, compassion, resilience, it’s possible to navigate the
process with greater authenticity, balance, and joy.
On her 82nd birthday, Angela started a long hike in Spain's Galician mountains. This was one
way she faced the adventures and challenges of the third or late age. Far from settling into
comfy slippers, whatever problems life presents, if a new challenge is accepted, a purposeful
new life adventure begins. A guide for those in their 50s and beyond.
Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and Publishers Weekly bestseller The prospect of living to
200 years old isn’t science fiction anymore. A leader in the emerging field of longevity offers
his perspective on what cutting-edge breakthroughs are on the horizon, as well as the practical
steps we can take now to live healthily to 100 and beyond. In The Science and Technology of
Growing Young, industry investor and insider Sergey Young demystifies the longevity
landscape, cutting through the hype and showing readers what they can do now to live better
for longer, and offering a look into the exciting possibilities that await us. By viewing aging as
a condition that can be cured, we can dramatically revolutionize the field of longevity and
make it accessible for everyone. Join Sergey as he gathers insights from world-leading health
entrepreneurs, scientists, doctors, and inventors, providing a comprehensive look into the future
of longevity in two horizons: • The Near Horizon of Longevity identifies the technological
developments that will allow us to live to 150—some of which are already in use—from AIbased diagnostics to gene editing and organ regeneration. • The Far Horizon of Longevity
offers a tour of the future of age reversal, and the exciting technologies that will allow us to
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live healthily to 200, from Internet of Bodies to digital avatars to AI-brain integration. In a
bonus chapter, Sergey also showcases 10 longevity choices that we already know and can easily
implement to live to 100, distilling the science behind diet, exercise, sleep, mental health, and
our environments into attainable habits and lifestyle hacks that anyone can adopt to vastly
improve their lives and workplaces. Combining practical advice with an incredible overview of
the brave new world to come, The Science and Technology of Growing Young redefines what it
means to be human and to grow young.
As our population ages and fears about dementia, Alzheimer’s, and related brain problems
continue to grow, this book will help shed light on how the brain functions, what we can do to
prevent the most severe symptoms of aging, and steps we can take to ward off disease.
Decoding Our Demographic Destiny
Just Move!
A Novel
Younger Next Year for Women
Cultivating Health and Happiness for Older Adults
The XX Brain
Better with Age
Keep Moving
How do some people avoid the slowing down, deteriorating, and weakening that plagues many of their
peers decades earlier? Are they just lucky? Or do they know something the rest of us don’t? Is it
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possible to grow older without getting sicker? What if you could look and feel fifty through your eighties
and nineties? Founder of the Institute for Aging Research at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine and
one of the leading pioneers of longevity research, Dr. Nir Barzilai’s life’s work is tackling the
challenges of aging to delay and prevent the onset of all age-related diseases including “the big four”:
diabetes, cancer, heart disease, and Alzheimer’s. One of Dr. Barzilai’s most fascinating studies
features volunteers that include 750 SuperAgers—individuals who maintain active lives well into their
nineties and even beyond—and, more importantly, who reached that ripe old age never having
experienced cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, or cognitive decline. In Age Later, Dr. Barzilai
reveals the secrets his team has unlocked about SuperAgers and the scientific discoveries that show we
can mimic some of their natural resistance to the aging process. This eye-opening and inspirational book
will help you think of aging not as a certainty, but as a phenomenon—like many other diseases and
misfortunes—that can be targeted, improved, and even cured.
How to Break Up with Your Friends
Seven and a Half Lessons about the Brain
How to Ikigai
Grow Younger
The Age-Well Project
Wiser Older Leaner Fitter
5 Science-Based Steps to Sharpen Your Memory and Reduce Your Risk of Alzheimer's
An Insider's Guide to the Breakthroughs that Will Dramatically Extend Our Lifespan . . . and What You
Can Do Right Now
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